intensely powerful effect. Use MB00 Neutral Marblizer to create your own Marblizer effect by adding any of our
Marblizer Artistic Bases offer you an exciting new paint finish – adding incredible new visual depths to your project.

Creating out of this world finish with ease
KOSMIC KROME
ARTISTIC BASES
also. Strengthen Kandy's for faster coverage on chassis, undercarriage, door jambs,
This specially designed product is for intensifying or changing a color. Or making
KANDY KONCENTRATES (KK SERIES)
ease of application!
flake that it is placed over. Our Kosmic Kolor Kandy is incomparable to any other
Watch this color explode off the panel taking your project to a dramatic new level.
The True Kandy effect – often imitated but never duplicated
KOSMIC KOLOR®
®
Available in 36 accent colors to highlight your project.
for our kandys (See color card and view each kandy over all 12 bases) BC and FBC can be
12 beautiful metallics in coarse (BC) and fine (FBC) outstanding as the final color or as a base
edging. Designed to be clear coated. A catalyst is available if you do not wish to clear coat.
‘Outstanding color at every stage of your project!’
Kameleon Kolor is a revolutionary base coat that has advanced the world of color. Kameleon
sharp angles will be highlighted by this unique formulation.
will actually change color depending on what angle it is viewed. Rounded, curved surfaces &
METAJULS
Shimrin Metajuls Metallic Bases are our most brilliant metallic basecoats that feature
with a low film build, makes this basecoat suitable for street machines of all kinds, especially
This is a specially developed basecoat that mimics the ever popular Kandy finish. Easy to use
Outstanding color at every stage of your project!
KANDY BASECOATS (KBC SERIES)
12 beautiful metallics in coarse (BC) and fine (FBC) can further increase the palette. As with all Shimrins products the low film build makes this and
Crisp clean pearls from any angle
airbrush.
The cleanest most radiant colors available!

KD3000 KUSTOM DTS FOUNDATION SURFACER/SEALER - NEUTRAL GRAY GAL QT
Item # Description Size Quantity
KD3002 KUSTOM DTS FOUNDATION SURFACER/SEALER - WHITE GAL QT
KD3001 KUSTOM DTS FOUNDATION SURFACER/SEALER - BLACK GAL QT

KD3000 SERIES KUSTOM FORMULA (WRITE IN) GAL QT

KD3004 KUSTOM DTS FOUNDATION SURFACER/SEALER - RED QT
KDA3000 KD3000 SERIES DTS HARDENER QT HPT
S2-01 SOLAR GOLD QT S2-11 MAYAN MAGENTA QT
S2-02 CELESTIAL WHITE QT S2-12 ZENITH GOLD QT
S2-03 GALAXY GRAY QT S2-13 VELOCITY VIOLET QT

S2-FX04 METALUME COURSE - CBC FX HPT S2-FX44 METAJULS - MBC BLUE FX HPT
S2-FX22 KOSAMENE STERLING SILVER PEARL FX HPT S2-FX47 METAJULS - MBC SILVER FX HPT
S2-FX23 KOSAMENE RUSSET PEARL FX HPT S2-FX51 KAMELEON - KPF GREEN TO BLUE FX HPT
S2-FX26 KOSAMENE GOLD PEARL FX HPT S2-FX54 KAMELEON - KPF SAPPHIRE FX HPT
S2-FX24 KOSAMENE COPPER PEARL FX HPT S2-FX52 KAMELEON - KPF GOLD TO GREEN FX HPT
S2-FX35 KOSMATIC STYLING PEARL - KSP GREEN FX HPT S2-FX63 KOSMIC SPARKS - KDP BLUSHING RED FX HPT
S2-FX33 KOSMATIC STYLING PEARL - KSP VIOLET FX HPT S2-FX61 KOSMIC SPARKS - KDP SNO WHITE FX HPT
S2-FX36 KOSMATIC STYLING PEARL - KSP TURQUOISE FX HPT S2-FX64 KOSMIC SPARKS - KDP COPPER PENNY FX HPT
S2-FX37 KOSMATIC STYLING PEARL - KSP MAGENTA FX HPT S2-FX65 KOSMIC SPARKS - KDP SUMMERTIME GREEN FX HPT

Dry, RU300 LV Cool Weather, and RU301 LV Warm Weather Reducers, are made with high grade
ingredients specific to the House of Kolor system. Use no other!

Hi-Heat Black is a fast-covering, great-looking, semi-gloss jet black finish that will endure 1400° F without
elastomer blends, other plastics, aluminum, steel, brass and other metals.

ADHERETO
silicone contamination. In that case, use a silicone oil which will be required throughout the job.
must have for your paint shop. Do individual testing on other company's products. May not correct major
cold shop and should not be used on larger projects such as a complete car.
reduce dry times on small parts that need to be handled sooner to increase production. A good example
At Last a fisheye eliminator that does not need to be used in every coat. Use KE170 to correct fisheye
enough to not show through when a topcoat is applied. KE017 is a premium product that can be added to
screening process. KE017 is a premium product that can be added to
can further increase the palette. As with all Shimrins products the low film build makes this and
Crisp clean pearls from any angle
airbrush.
The cleanest most radiant colors available!

Since 1956, House of Kolor has been designed for use as a complete kustom system. From Primers to Klear Koat, the
KU100), EXEMPT CATALYST (KU150) & EXEMPT FLOW CATALYST (AP01)